Enrolment Services

We’re there for students from the time they imagine they will attend McGill to their convocation and beyond. We’re with them every step of the way.

Across the world, we fire their imagination with inspiring information about educational opportunities at McGill. We meet them during outreach activities when they are very young. And, we recruit and admit these amazing students, globally.

Here are some of the ways we help them once they are at McGill. We:

- Give them their first (and second, third, fourth) photo ID card – documenting that stunned look on their first day at McGill
- Guide them through course registration
- Set up their final exams and take care of them when they become overwhelmed during exams;
• Help them sort out tough personal challenges, by approving deferred exams and late withdrawal from courses and connecting them with other support on campus
• Celebrate with them when they graduate by organizing beautiful, memorable convocation ceremonies
• And present them with well-earned McGill diplomas and official transcripts, documenting their academic time at McGill.
• We’re there with all students, every step of the way. Proudly, with heart.
We are also there for the academic community at McGill. Among other roles, we are:

- Expert advisors on program and course development
- Facilitators when faculties launch new programs, coming up with new admission criteria, setting new enrolment goals.
- Collaborators, working with TLS and the Faculties to foster improvements in learning environments
- Documenters and resource people – we publish the contract with students – the regulations and program offering of the University – called the e-Calendar at [www.mcgill.ca/study](http://www.mcgill.ca/study). It’s one of the most important resources on campus. Please use it.
Because we serve all students and all Faculties and work closely with many service areas, Enrolment Services has a unique and privileged 3D view of the university – with a strong understanding of connections and patterns and needs across McGill. We are systems thinkers and people who get things done.

That’s Enrolment Services!